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About This Content

If you thought Ultron merging with Sigma was bad news, wait until you see him fused into a techno-organic alien body.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i3-4160 @ 3.60GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 480, GTX 570, GTX 670, or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 59 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound Supported (DirectX® 9.0c or more)

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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Not a terrible game, but really could use some changes.

The bullets have travel time, drop off, and even wind to change their trajectory! That's quite impressive! It feels GOOD to
carefully aim a shot, and pick off your target at an insane distance. The physics is certainly a amazing part of this game.

On the downside, the guns feel wrong to me. Placing both hands on the gun causes the scope to jump to somewhere in my
prefrontal cortex. A real shame, as it does stabalize the gun quite a bit, and would really help with aiming!

The act of having to walk outside, pick up a gun, pick up a scope, attach the scope, walk back inside, and then finally shoot the
miniature inside to start a misson is tedius and annoying. While this could be great to replay a mision, showing where the whole
story fits together in hindsight, it's annoying the first time though. Even just having a larger doorway so I could shoot the
miniature from a distance (like a sniper) would make it more fluid.

On the topic of missions, they are varied and unique. Each seems to throw some new challanges at you, and make you work
towards the goal. Really, the missions are great. The pre-mission briefing is not great. The large wall of images and text is the
sort of thing I'd expect from a game like this, and even looks great, but the 3D model of the scene on a table infront of you is a
very nice tough. Don't just imagine it, or go in cold turkey, but REALLY take a second to look it over! Now if it was remotely
acurate to the actual mission it'd be perfect.

Almost feeling like a "the plan never survives first contact" sort of thing, the 3D model is the only real information we have and
it's often totally wrong. Two snipers up here, but there is really only one. Guards in this area, but also three other areas we
haven't marked! It's frustrating and really ends up with the "try it, mess up, improve plan" method that would be there without it.

Also, the goals and progress of a mission can't be tracked during it. There's 16 targets in this mission, and I hope you were
keeping count. In the middle of the intest fire fight. With bullets flying past your head. (Also a nice touch.) This could be as
simple as a progress meter, or a x\/x targets left.

A few changes could make this game go from OK to epic rather quickly, but it just isn't there yet. If you can stand the
occasional frustration, it's certainly worth playing.. Looks fantastic and decently optimised for modern systems in terms of FPS.
There is huge potential for this game and I look forward to what these developers produce in the coming weeks/months.

The AI is also pretty decent as well. I've had dinosaurs stalk me for a while and then attack when the time was right. I've also
had dinos try and hide behind trees, its pretty cool to see.

HOWEVER.

The game is too bare bones at this stage to be of any fun for more than an hour or 2. I've spent a large majority of the time
literally running around looking for items to actually do anything. There are frequent areas where you can get stuck and then
cannot move, forcing a restart. Although the game has huge potential, there is too little to do at this stage. I have submitted a
refund request which, if it does go through, would probably repurchase in half a years time provided there have been substancial
updates to the survival part of the game and the crafting system.

As it stands, there are only 2 items to craft and it has literally taken me the entire 2 hours of my playtime running around
looking for 5 sticks to actually craft them. Not enjoyable in that regard.

For the above reason, I kinda can't recommend it, but at the same time I do... I wish steam would put a neutral option. I really
hope the devs produce something amazing with this, as I truely think they can... I just feel at this stage there isn't enough content
to allow me to recommend it for more than an hour or 2.. The game is just like TM naitons, but with better graphics and new
tracks, sfx, etc. I would recomend you to buy the game eventhough its the same as its free counterpart, for me its TMN +1. Plus,
it would be great to see more people in the online lobbys!. A great addition to red orchestra of course Addition of the western
front, the British and more, this mod is going places that will excell in greatness, With a positive community behinde it, this
mod has strived for quite a while and I don't think it's stopping. Really nice zombie shooter, very similar to CoD Zombies. It has
only 3 maps, 2 perks but a lot of weapons and it's a hell lot of fun.. Oh god stop.. you know those games that have a point, that
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have a meaning, that actually make the gamer feel good after playing it. If you want all these things than I suggest you move as
far away from this game as possible..

I don't know where to begin with this game, when the race started all the other cars were already thrust ahead of me... If that
wasn't bad enough my car started to drive backward on it's own.... Calling this game bad would be an understatement, this game
is on a whole other level. If you can get past the garbage controls, the car driving backward on it's own, lack of any substance or
reason to drive, laps that weren't counting and lets not forget the other cars getting something like half a track lead on you, you
are left with a bad game.

This game has zero reason to exist, I would congratulate which every college student created this game on a weekend after his
real project was lost in a hard-drive meltdown, unfortunately even if this was made over a weekend it would still garner a solid
D minus. This game is so bad and left such a scar on me that I'm certain that when I wake up at night soaking wet and scared
this game will be the reason why.

Please if you enjoy your sanity don't buy this game. You'd be better off spending the dollar it cost to buy this game on a used
tooth brush at the salvation army.... Avoid at all cost... not enough bleach exist in the world to scrub the horror that is this game
off your eyes.... i really like this game . only thing is , it's not pick up and destroy. you really have to plan. and . plan , and more
plan or you will get destroyed.. Played it with my SO, one of us piloted while the other took notes. Was fun to bounce ideas off
of each other while uncovering the story and solving the puzzles. Great atmosphere, awesome plot, and a lot of cabinets. 8\/8
would dig through every drawer again.. It's a great implementation of the genre for those looking for challenge. The included
mechanics are interesting. The interface and the music is pleasant.

For stock levels it lags way behind Tametsi, but the random generator should make up for that. You can tune so many factors,
and most importantly the difficulty. I wish Hexcells Infinite had that: for me the generated levels are almost no-brainer clickfest
only.

I hope the developer will find some time to add some improvements and eventually some new mechanics too (as dlc or
successor).
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Interresting premise and story\/chararcters (olga <3) but very poor performance, ballancing all over the place and a very very
bad and cluncy movement and combat system.

It is very hard to enjoy and i can not recommend this.

so much wasted potential :P. Its touhouuuuuuuu. The game is pretty fun already, but it could use a couple of tweaks. To me, it
felt like the time between pulling the trigger and the gun actually firing was too long. There's this slight delay which often
resulted in me missing shots. It's like you have to lead your targets even though they're 10 feet away from you and you're
shooting lightning. That just felt very off to me. The rest of the game is cool, though. The enemies look\/move well, dodging the
projectiles from the larger enemies feels awesome, and the game has a lot of polish\/runs well with a decent set of options and
settings. Worth picking up for the price, but not perfect.. 10/10 good gameplay and mechanics

*you can teach the bots meme's*

the game is fun and challenging and still in development so i am looking folward to future gameplay mechanics. I always liked
these types of games, mostly in the arcades. The characters and shop make it more replayable, but I do kind of want to see more
content in this game.. Love this game. Bought 'em all :)
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